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FORECOURT
POLE
The Forecourt Pole is a single section pole, made from
2mm thick 6082 T6 tempered aluminium. It has been
designed with strength in mind for continual use outside
on a forecourt. There are no joints in the pole avoiding
weak point where a pole can bend. This pole provides a
very economic option for large scale displays.
Available in two lengths, they can be powder coated in
black or white as standard but custom colours are available
for a minimum order quantity.
The Forecourt Pole is standardly supplied with a freely
rotating 1m arm with joint and weight. If you wish to fly
flags without an arm a cleat and halyard kit is available.
These poles can be installed onto various mounts as shown
below.

Base Options
Car Wedge

Ground Socket

D-Barrier Clamps

SPECIFICATIONS
Flagstaff Height A
Length of Main Section
Inside Diameter
Outside Diameter
Arm Length*
Arm Outside Diameter
Arm Inside Diameter
Weight
Max Flag Size (Portrait)
Max Flag Size (Landscape)
Minimum Persons for Assembly
Installation Time
Pole Packed Size
Carry Bag

4m
4m
40.39mm
44.45mm
1m
20.4mm
17.96mm
4kg
1 x 2.5m
1.8 x 1.2m
1
10mins
4.05 x 0.1 x 0.1m
On request

5m
5m
40.39mm
44.45mm
1m
20.4mm
17.96mm
5kg
1 x 2.5m
1.8 x 1.2m
1
10mins
5.05 x 0.1 x 0.1m
On request

Wall Mounted Socket

HD FEATHER
POLE
The HD feather Pole is a single section pole, made from
2mm thick 6082 T6 tempered aluminium. It has been
designed with strength in mind for continual use outside
on a forecourt unlike it’s portable equivalent. There are no
joints in the pole avoiding a weak point where a pole can
bend. This pole provides a stunning vista in large scale
displays.
Available in two lengths, they can be powder coated in
black or white as standard but custom colours are available
for a minimum order quantity.
The rotating arm displays flags 80cm wide and up to
420cm long. Due to it’s added strength the HD Feather
Pole can display double sided flags up to 320cm long.
These poles can be installed onto various mounts as shown
below.

Base Options
Car Wedge

Ground Socket

D-Barrier Clamps

SPECIFICATIONS
Pole Size
Height above ground
Length of curved arm
Int dia curved arm
Ext dia curved arm
Length of main section
Int dia main section
Ext dia main section
Weight
Max flag size
Packed size
(Arm packed separately)
Minimum persons for assembly
Installation time

4.8m
4.8m
0.8m
25.63mm
28.57mm
4m
40.39mm
44.45mm
4kg
80cm x 320cm
5.05m x 0.1m x 0.1m
1.5m x 0.5m x 0.1m
1
10mins

5.8m
5.8m
0.8m
25.63mm
28.57mm
5m
40.39mm
44.45
5kg
80cm x 420cm
6.05cm x 0.1m x 0.1m
1.5m x 0.5m x 0.1m
1
10mins

Wall Mounted Socket

FLAGTRAX
Flagtrax is a new and unique product which enables you to changes flags
from ground / lower levels quickly and easily, avoiding the use of lifts /
cherry pickers and Road traffic management plans. The system comprises
of a steel arm at the top, curved aluminium track and a push / pull raising
and lowering mechanism. The unit can display flags up to 140cm wide and
400cm deep subject to the substrate you are fixing onto. Ideal for fixing onto
existing lampposts, columns or walls, flagtrax offers a simplistic branding
solution. When mounted centrally on a column two systems can be mounted
together so that the display can be oriented in both directions to meet the
footfall.

SPECIFICATIONS
Arm Length
Arm Weight
Track Length (Standard)
Height of track bottom from ground level
Min Column diameter*
Standard flag sizes*:

*Custom sizes are available

85cm
4kg
4.34m
170cm
218cm
10cm
76cm x 140cm
76cm x 270cm
76cm x 200cm

BANNER
MAST
The Banner Mast is produced from 3.2mm thickness engineering grade
6082 aluminium alloy, it is installed into a 1m long, PVC-U ground socket
for extra stability and strength, the mast is bolted into the socket to
prevent rotation and movement.
Standardly the pole comes in grey, other colours are available, minimum
qty applies.
Strong high grade black fibreglass arms, designed to flex in the wind
Powder coated aluminium brackets come in black, silver or white. The
integrated spring loaded tensioning mechanism works with the arms to
resist the wind loading on the banners. Each mast can accommodate up to
two banners per column.

SPECIFICATIONS
POLE
Total Pole Height
Exposed Pole Height
Pole Weight
Pole Diameter
Wall Thickness
Socket Length
Socket Wall thickness
Socket Outer Diameter
Socket Weight

6m
5.15mm
17kg
101.6mm
3.2mm
1000mm
3.2mm
110mm
1kg

ARM UNIT
Exposed Arm Length
Arm Diameter
Arm Weight
Bracket Weight
Combined unit Weight
(2 arms & 2 brackets)
Recommended Banner Size
Maximum Banner Size

850mm
20mm
0.5kg
1.4kg
3.8kg
800mm x 2000mm
800mm x 2500mm

TEARDROP
POLE
This popular and stylish shaped flag and pole is lightweight and
portable. The Teardrop is available in two sizes and is easy to
assemble with no tools required. There is a large graphic area,
and with the aid of an adjustable cleat, the tension is maintained
providing a permanent view of your design.
With a range of suitable mounts, it can be used on any surface.
There is the option of a 1.5m extension pole if required.

SPECIFICATIONS
Display Height
Storage Height
Banner Size
Weight (each)
Construction Materials:

* Extension pole can only be
used on the small unit

Small

Large

2.2m
1.55m
0.86m x 1.86m
0.65kg
Aluminium Poles
Fibreglass Rods
Plastic Fixtures
Steel Fastening

3.6m
1.55m
0.86m x 3.39m
1kg
Aluminium Poles
Fibreglass Rods
Plastic Fixtures
Steel Fastening

FLEXILITE
POLE
This fashionable feather shaped flag and pole is also lightweight and
portable. The Flexilite is available in four sizes and is easy to assemble with
no tools required. All of the flexilite poles collapse down and can be stored
in a bag 1.55m long. With a range of suitable mounts, it can also be used
on any surface. There is the option of a 1.5m extension pole if required.

SPECIFICATIONS
Display Height
Storage Height
Flag Size
Weight (each)
Construction Materials

*Extension pole can only be
used on the mini, small and
medium unit

Large

Medium

Small

Mini

5.2m
1.55mm
0.65m x 4m
0.65kg
Aluminium Poles
Fibreglass Rods
Plastic Fixtures
Steel Fastening

3.7m
1.55mm
0.65m x 2.7m
0.6kg
Aluminium Poles
Fibreglass Rods
Plastic Fixtures
Steel Fastening

2.6m
1.05mm
0.65m x 1.8m
0.45kg
Aluminium Poles
Fibreglass Rods
Plastic Fixtures
Steel Fastening

2.0m
1.05mm
0.65m x 1.4m
0.45kg
Aluminium Poles
Fibreglass Rods
Plastic Fixtures
Steel Fastening

WHEEL
COVERS
One of our newest innovations are these attractive, effective but
simple wheel covers. Constructed from polyester polystretch fabric,
they are designed to fit 15”-18” wheels. Perfect for quick promotions,
changed in minutes! Have one or four designs on one car.

SPECIFICATIONS
Cover Width
Cover Height
Cover Depth
Construction Materials:

CAR FLAGS
Perfect for quick promotions, the car flags are fast to change and
economic display. We produce the standard rectangular 40cm x 30cm
flags in knitted polyester which are flown from a plastic mast fitted onto
your window. The other car flag we over is the teardrop, this shaped flag is
displayed on a little carbon fibre pole and secured to your car with means
of a suction base.

SPECIFICATIONS
Shape
Flag Size
Material
Pole Height
Pole Material

TEARDROP
26cm x 60cm
Knitted Polyester
70cm
Black carbon fibre

SPECIFICATIONS
Shape
Flag Size
Material
Pole Height
Pole Material

RECTANGULAR
40cm x 30cm
Knitted Polyester
55cm
Premium White Plastic

58cm
31cm
23cm
Polystretch Polyester

ROLLER
BANNER
The Roller banner Lite is a Quickroll lightweight banner stand with
anodised aluminium body, Pre-tensioned spring (no need to roll up
and store graphics seperately), Elasticated pole stores inside stand
when not in use, comes complete with 850 mm wide graphic
panel in 125 micron opal jet film with scratch resistent crystal
overlaminate, packed in a padded carry bag. Exceedingly portable,
a perfect asset to any exhibition, the Roller Banner can be installed
in minutes and when finished with, it is simply stored back in it’s
own base unit. Although lightweight, this unit is resiliant and
sturdy due to its two foldable feet which turn outwards to provide
stability

SPECIFICATIONS
Banner Size
Unit O/A Size
Unit Weight

80cm x 200cm
86cm x 231cm
x 40cm
2.69kg

85cm x 200cm
91cm x 231cm x
40cm
2.84kg

FLEXI
BANNER
The Flexi Banner is perfect for any outdoor event. It expands
for instant impact, it is lightweight and easily transportable. The
frame itself is constructed from flexible fibreglass with the banners
produced from heavy duty polyester. Available in a variety of
shapes and sizes with the graphics viewable on both sides. The
unit is supplied complete with pegs and carry bag

SPECIFICATIONS

Sizes:
140cm x 75cm
180cm x 80cm
230cm x 100cm

Sizes:
130cm x 66cm
169cm x 69cm
204cm x 104cm

Sizes:
74cm diameter
124cm diameter
144cm diameter

Sizes:
74cm x 90cm
92cm x 110cm
106cm x 125cm

Heavy knitted polyester
banner with carbon fibre
frame

Heavy knitted polyester
banner with carbon fibre
frame

Heavy knitted polyester
banner with carbon fibre
frame

Heavy knitted polyester
banner with carbon fibre
frame

BANNERS
The PVC banner is the preferred option for External
Banners as they provide longevity and high quality
graphics to withstand the good old British weather at any
outddor event.
Fabric banners are becoming more popular as they are
far easier to transport and store with the added bonus of
being able to thrw them in a washing machine if required.
These can be produced in Polyester mesh, knitted
polyester or heavy polyester all lightweight in comparison
to PVC

EVENT
BARRIER
The Event Barrier is a premium barrier system, It’s
advantage is the variations of configurations into
which they an be displayed..
They are strong yet lightweight, constructed from
black powder coated aluminium tubing. The frames
are adjustable creating the perfect tension to your
banner. The system can display single or double
sided banners in various substrates. Additional
systems can be added at a later date if required.
The units are easy to assmble with only one person
required The barriers are mounted onto strong
rotationally moulded plastic bases, these are filled
with water / sand and can be used on any surface,
indoor or outdoor*

SPECIFICATIONS
Horizontal Bar Length
Horizontal Bar Diameter
Upright Height
Upright Diameter
Frame Weight
Banner Size
Package Size
Base Size
Base Weight (sand)
Area Of Use
Minimum Persons For Assembly
Assembly Time

1m
28mm
0.95m
28mm
2kg
90 x 90cm
1m x 0.30m x 0.10m
37 x 20cm
18kg
Indoors/Outdoors
1
10mins

1.5m
28mm
0.95m
28mm
2.4kg
140 x 90cm
1m x 0.30m x 0.10m
37 x 20cm
18kg
Indoors/Outdoors
1
10mins

2m
28mm
0.95m
28mm
2.6kg
190 x 90cm
1m x 0.30m x 0.10m
37 x 20cm
18kg
Indoors/Outdoors
1
10mins

BUNTING
Bunting is available in a variety of shapes and sizes.
The pennants can be plain colour or be printed with
your own corporate design. It can be suppplied
as single or double sided pennants. Standard size
offered is 20cm x 30cm pennants in a 10m string.
Strings are available in a number of materials.
Perfect decoration for any event indoors or outdoors.

PROMO
TENT
Full digital branding make these the perfect marketing
tool.
Quality Aluminium frames are available in a standard
diameter of 40mm or heavy duty 50mm in two standard
sizes of tent.
You can have just the roof canopy only, full or half walls,
with the options of a door or windows. The material is
500d PU coated, fire resistant with UV protection.
There is an option for a wheeled bag for the frame and
various weight solutions.
If you wish to add flags to your display, rotating spigots
connectors option are available.

SPECIFICATIONS
Small
Quality
Marquee Size
Marquee Height
Frame Diameter
Panel Size
Frame Weight
Canope Weight
Panel Weight

(Half Wall)
(Full Wall)

(Half Wall)
(Full Wall)

Bag Weight
Persons for assembly

Standard
3m x 3m
285cm
40mm
3 x 1.08m
3 x 2m
18.2kg
3.4kg
0.7kg
1.5kg
3kg
2

Large
HD
3m x 3m
285cm
50mm
3 x 1.08m
3 x 2m
23.5kg
5.6kg
1.5kg
2.5kg
4.7kg
2

HD
6m x 3m
285cm
50mm
3 x 1.08m
3 x 2m
31.5kg
6.6kg
1.5kg
3kg
5.5kg
4
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